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Abstract—Modern VLSI manufacturing technology has kept
shrinking down to the nanoscale level with a very fast trend.
Integration with the advanced nano-technology now makes it
possible to realize advanced parallel iterative algorithms directly
which was almost impossible 10 years ago. In this paper, we
want to discuss the influences of evolving VLSI technologies
for iterative algorithms and present design strategies from an
algorithmic and architectural point of view. We can simplify the
parallel implementation of the iterative algorithm (i.e., processor
elements of the multiprocessor array) in any way as long
as the convergence is guaranteed. However, the modification
of the algorithm (processors) usually increases the number of
required iterations which also means that the switch activity
of interconnects is increasing. We implemented a 3×3 Jacobi
EVD array with the µ–CORDIC PE in both 0.18µm and 45nm
technologies in order to further study the trade-off between the
performance/complexity of processors and the load/throughput
of interconnects. Our experimental results show that using the
µ–CORDIC PE is beneficial concerning the design criteria since
it yields smaller chip area, faster overall computation timing and
less energy consumption per operation than the Full CORDIC
PE.

Index Terms—EVD, SVD, CORDIC, Iterative Algorithm, Par-
allel Computing, MPSoC and VLSI Design.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Modern VLSI manufacturing technology has kept shrinking
down to Deep Sub-Micron (DSM) with a very fast trend and
Moore’s law is expected to hold for the next 10 years [1],
[2]. Now, since the nano-technology allows the integration
of an ever-increasing number of IP macro-cells on a single
silicon die, parallel multiprocessor platforms have received
great attention and have been realized into several state-of-the-
art applications (e.g., Dual-Core CPU, MPSoC and parallel
processor arrays) [3]–[5]. However, as process technologies
continue to shrink, and feature demands continue to increase,
more and more challenges are coming up, such as timing delay
of the global wire interconnection are increasing explosively
in relation to the local processor elements, leakage power is
becoming a major factor and bus transmission is a bottleneck
in the million transistors SoC designs [6]–[8].

These challenges bring us to analyze their impact on parallel
iterative algorithms as VLSI technology keeps evolving. As
long as the convergence properties of iterative algorithmsare
guaranteed, it is possible to modify/simplify the architecture

which is usually realizing one iteration step. This reducesthe
complexity with regard to the implementation significantly.
However, this simplification will usually cause an increased
number of iterations for convergence, i.e. the processor array
has to execute its operation more often which means that the
number of data transfer in the interconnections also increases.
Therefore, it actually becomes a trade-off problem betweenthe
performance/complexity of the hardware, the load/throughput
of interconnects and the overall energy/power consumption
due to the behavior of iterative algorithms.

Computing the Eigenvalue Decomposition (EVD) with the
parallel Jacobi method is selected as an example since the
convergence of this method is very robust to modification of
the processor elements [9]–[12]. In [13], we have presented
a VLSI design concept for parallel iterative algorithms by
implementing aµ–rotation CORDIC (µ–CORDIC) processor,
which only performs a predefined number of CORDIC iter-
ations (e.g., only oneµ–rotation). Therefore the size of the
processor is reduced (simplified rotation), such that a larger
size of EVD array can be implemented in a single device.
Here, in order to further study the design impacts in DSM
level, a 3×3 EVD array (i.e., for computing the EVD of a
6×6 symmetric matrix) was implemented in both 0.18µm and
45nm technologies. According to our experimental results,we
present a strategy to comply with the design criteria, especially
concerning the number of iterations, the timing and the energy
consumption per EVD operation.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II we clarify
the definition of the serial and parallel Jacobi methods, re-
spectively. In Section III the design issues of the Jacobi EVD
array are discussed, which lead to the proposedµ–CORDIC
processor. Section IV shows the Matlab experiments and the
ASIC implementation results. Section V concludes this paper.

II. PARALLEL EIGENVALUE DECOMPOSITION

An eigenvalue decomposition of a real symmetric n×n
matrix A is obtained by factorizingA into three matrices
A = Q∧QT , whereQ is an orthogonal matrix (QQT = I) and
∧ is a diagonal matrix which contains the eigenvalues ofA.
The Jacobi method iteratively computes the EVD as follows:

Ak+1 = QkAkQT
k , with k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

(1)
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where Qk is an orthonormal rotation by the angleθ in the
(i, j) plane:

Qk =
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(2)
The plane rotationsQk, wherek = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,∞, can be

executed in various orders in order to obtain the eigenvalues
λ1, λ2, . . . , λn in a diagonal matrix∧ as shown in Eq. 3:

lim
k→∞
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(3)
Instead of performing the plane rotationQk one by one

in a cyclic–by–row order, we can separate it into multi-
subproblems and execute them in parallel on a processor array.

A. Jacobi EVD Array

A parallel array for Jacobi’s method was presented by Brent
and Luk [9], it consists ofn

2
× n

2
PEs and each PE contains

a 2×2 sub-block of the matrixA. Fig. 1 shows a typical 4×4
EVD array with 16 PEs. This Jacobi array can performn

2

subproblems in parallel. Initially each PE holds a 2×2 sub-
matrix of A:

PEpq =

(

a2p−1,2q−1 a2p−1,2q

a2p,2q−1 a2p,2q

)

,

wherep andq = 1, 2, · · · , n
2
.

(4)
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Fig. 1. A 4×4 EVD array, n=8.

We have to choose a rotation angle in order to decrease
the off-diagonal elements of the submatrix by solving a2× 2
symmetric EVD subproblem as shown in the following:

[

a′

ii a′

ij

a′

ji a′

jj

]

= R ·

[

aii aij

aji ajj

]

· RT ,

where R =

[

cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

]

.

(5)

We obtain the maximal reduction{a′

ij , a
′

ji} = 0 by applying
the optimal angle of rotationθopt:

θopt = 1
2

arctan(
2aij

ajj−aii
), (6)

where the range ofθopt is limited to |θopt| ≤
π
4

.
This optimal angelθopt, which is able to annihilate the off-

diagonal elements (a2p−1,2q and a2p,2q−1), is computed by
diagonal PEs (i.e.,PE11, PE22, PE33 andPE44) using Eq. 6.
After these rotation angles are computed, they will be sent to
the off-diagonal PEs. This transmission is indicated by the
dashed lines in vertical and horizontal direction in Fig. 1.All
off–diagonal PEs will perform a two-sided rotation with the
corresponding rotation angles which are obtained from the row
(θr) and column(θc) respectively.

After these rotations are applied, the matrix elements are
interchanged between processors as indicated by the solid lines
in diagonal direction in Fig. 1 for execution of the nextn

2

rotations. One sweep needs to perform n - 1 of these parallel
rotation steps. After several sweeps (iterations) are executed,
the eigenvalues will concentrate in the diagonal PEs. It should
be noticed that, in practice we can observe the Frobenius norm
of the off-diagonal elements until it is close to zero using
results of [12] or perform a predefined number of sweeps
which depends on the order of matrixA.

III. S IMPLIFIED ARCHITECTURE

As the process technologies continue to shrink to the
nanoscale level, it is possible to implement a full Jacobi
EVD array into one single device [14], [15]. In the past we
have presented a scaling–freeµ–CORDIC method to replace
the original Full CORDIC method for performing the plane
rotation in Eq. 5 by reducing inner iteration numbers from
sixteen to only one single step [11], [12]. The benefits we
can get from theµ–CORDIC are that larger EVD array can
be synthesized into a limited size of FPGA device and faster
computational timing compared to the Full CORDIC can
be obtained [13]. Here, we will implement thisµ–CORDIC
method as an ASIC and verify the real performance under
different design criteria.

At first we have slightly modified theµ–CORDIC PE which
was presented in [11] as shown in Fig. 2. It is able to perform
the single inner iteration efficiently. Thisµ–CORDIC PE has
2 adders, 2 shifters and 4 multiplexers, and it reduces the
number of inner iterations, which is 32 for a Full CORDIC
(word-length W=32bits) to only one inner iteration. However,
decreasing the inner iterations will cause an increased number
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of a scaling–freeµ–CORDIC PE, including 2
adders, 2 shifters and 4 multiplexers.

of outer sweeps because of the imprecise inner iterations.
Therefore, theµ–CORDIC architecture can reduce the area but
requires more sweeps. On the other hand, the Full CORDIC
architecture needs fewer sweeps but requires more area.

Table I shows a Look–Up Table (LUT) for the presentedµ–
CORDIC PE. This LUT table lists 32 approximated angles for
scaling–freeµ–rotation in four types, the required number of
shift–add operations and its computation cycles. More detailed
information about theµ–CORDIC can be found in [11], [13].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this paper, we have first simulated theµ–CORDIC
and the Full CORDIC for a parallel Jacobi EVD method
in Matlab and implemented four ASIC designs for further
detailed comparison.

A. Matlab Simulation

We have used the Full CORDIC with 32 iteration steps for
the µ–CORDIC with one iteration step by numerous random
symmetric matricesA from the size 4×4 to 40×40 (i.e., EVD
array size from 2×2 to 20×20.). Fig. 3 shows the average
number of sweeps needed to compute the eigenvalues for each
size of EVD array.

When the Jacobi EVD array’s size is 10×10, the µ–
CORDIC requires 12 sweeps while the Full CORDIC only
requires 6 sweeps. Although theµ–CORDIC requires more
sweeps per EVD computation than the Full CORDIC, it actu-
ally reduces the number of the inner CORDIC rotations which
overall results in an improved computational complexity. For
example, a 10×10 array with the Full CORDIC PE needs 6
sweeps× 32 inner CORDIC rotations, while theµ–CORDIC
PE only requires 12 sweeps× 1 inner CORDIC rotation.
Consequently, from an algorithmic point of view, there is
no doubt that we would rather realize the Jacobi method by
utilizing the µ–CORDIC method. However, when it comes to
ASIC implementation, other criteria become also important.

B. ASIC Implementation

We have modeled the presentedµ–CORDIC PE in Verilog
HDL and compared it with a Full CORDIC PE which is
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Fig. 3. The required number of sweeps vs. array sizes forµ–CORDIC and
Full CORDIC rotation methods.

Fig. 4. Final layout view of a 3×3 Jacobi EVD array with theµ–CORDIC
PE in FreePDK 45nm library.

available in open source [16]. Later, we implemented these two
methods into a 3×3 EVD array (6×6 matrix) separately and
synthesized them by Design Compiler with TSMC 0.18µm
and FreePDK 45nm cell libraries [7]. It should be noticed
that the word-length is 32 bits. At the end, we used the SoC
Encounter to perform Place & Route of these two designs
and estimated the power consumption by PrimeTime PX with
thousand random patterns. The final version of the chip ready
for fabrication with 9µ–CORDIC PEs in 45nm technology is
shown in Fig. 4. It should be noticed that since the FreePDK
library did not provide any IO pads, we also did not add IO
pads to the TSMC 0.18µm’s implementation and treated it
as a macro design. Table II lists the final layout results for
area, timing delay and power consumption. There are some
important points that can be observed.

First of all, the combinational logic area and the core size
of the µ–CORDIC PE is less than the Full CORDIC as
expected. Furthermore, in order to determine the time required
to compute the EVD of a 6×6 symmetric matrix, we obtain:



index type angle shift-add cycle index type angle shift-add cycle
k 2 × tanθk rot. scl. cnt. k 2 × tanθk rot. scl. cnt.

−1 IV 1.49070 4 8 6 −17 I 1.52588 10
−5

2 0 1

−2 IV 0.54296 4 6 5 −18 I 7.62939 10
−6

2 0 1

−3 IV 0.25501 4 6 5 −19 I 3.81470 10
−6

2 0 1

−4 IV 0.12561 4 4 4 −20 I 1.90735 10
−6

2 0 1

−5 III 6.25841 10
−2

6 0 3 −21 I 9.53674 10
−7

2 0 1

−6 III 3.12606 10
−2

6 0 3 −22 I 4.76837 10
−7

2 0 1

−7 III 1.56263 10
−2

6 0 3 −23 I 2.38419 10
−7

2 0 1

−8 II 7.81266 10
−3

4 0 2 −24 I 1.19209 10
−7

2 0 1

−9 II 3.90627 10
−3

4 0 2 −25 I 5.96046 10
−8

2 0 1

−10 II 1.95313 10
−3

4 0 2 −26 I 2.98023 10
−8

2 0 1

−11 II 9.76563 10
−4

4 0 2 −27 I 1.49012 10
−8

2 0 1

−12 II 4.88281 10
−4

4 0 2 −28 I 7.45058 10
−9

2 0 1

−13 II 2.44141 10
−4

4 0 2 −29 I 3.72529 10
−9

2 0 1

−14 II 1.22070 10
−4

4 0 2 −30 I 1.86265 10
−9

2 0 1

−15 II 6.10352 10
−5

4 0 2 −31 I 9.31323 10
−10

2 0 1

−16 I 3.05176 10
−5

2 0 1 −32 I 4.65661 10
−10

2 0 1

TABLE I
THE LOOK–UP TABLE FOR µ–ROTATIONS WITH 32-BIT ACCURACY, SHOWING THE ROTATION TYPE USED, THE 2× tan θ ANGLE, THE SHIFT–ADD

OPERATION COST OF ROTATION AND SCALING, THE REQUIRED CYCLE DELAY [13].

TSMC 0.18µm FreePDK 45nm

µ–CORDIC PE

Area

Cell 1.796 mm2 0.324 mm2

Net 0.804 mm2 0.070 mm2

Core 1.797 mm2 0.339 mm2

Power
Cell 98.0 mW 52.4 mW
Net 45.8 mW 27.5 mW
Leakage 0.0053 mW 1.2 mW
Total 143.8 mW 81.1 mW

Timing
Critical 12.314 ns 5.012 ns
Frequency 72 MHz 166 MHz

Full CORDIC PE

Area

Cell 2.199 mm2 0.370 mm2

Net 0.899 mm2 0.071 mm2

Core 2.199 mm2 0.393 mm2

Power
Cell 95.0 mW 31.9 mW
Net 44.2 mW 21.6 mW
Leakage 0.0069 mW 1.4 mW
Total 139.2 mW 54.9 mW

Timing
Critical 12.111 ns 6.132 ns
Frequency 72 MHz 125 MHz

TABLE II
AREA, DELAY AND POWER CONSUMPTION RESULTS OF A3×3 JACOBI EVD ARRAY WITH TSMC 0.18µM AND FREEPDK 45NM TECHNOLOGY

LIBRARIES.

Ttotal = Tdelay × Kiteration × Ksweep × (n− 1). (7)

The total timing delay per EVD operation is defined as
“ the critical timing delay× the number of inner CORDIC
rotations× average number of outer sweeps× size of the
matrix”. We can observe that the total operation timing is
dependent upon the relation between the inner CORDIC
rotations and the outer sweeps. For instance, computing the
EVD on the 3×3 EVD array with Full CORDIC PE in 45nm
technology, requires 6.132×32×4×(6-1)∼=3924.5ns. Using the
µ–CORDIC PE only requires 5.012×2×11×(6-1)∼=551.3ns.

Therefore, we can obtain a benefit for speed up by a factor
of 7.1 from reducing the number of inner CORDIC rotations.
Although the power consumption is a little higher due to the
faster clock frequency, it actually consumes much less energy
per EVD computation because of the shorter computational
timing. It should be noticed that theµ–CORDIC PE requires
two inner iterations in average due to the different rotation
cycles from six to one inner iterations as shown in Table I.
Fig. 5 shows the energy consumption results, where the clock
cycle for 45nm is from 6ns to 20ns and for 0.18µm is from
14ns to 20ns. For instance, when the clock cycle is 14 ns, the
µ–CORDIC PE reduces the energy consumption by a factor of



Fig. 5. The energy consumption per 3×3 EVD operation with different clock
cycles.

6.1 in 45nm and by a factor of 5.6 in 0.18µm, respectively. In
short, theµ–CORDIC can not only achieve less combinational
logic cell area and faster frequency, but also lower power
consumption compared to the Full CORDIC.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For iterative algorithms we are able to simplify/modify the
PEs as long as the convergence is guaranteed. This is paid for
by an increased number of iterations. Computing the EVD
by the parallel Jacobi algorithm was used as an example.
We implemented a 3×3 Jacobi EVD array as an ASIC with
the Full CORDIC and the presentedµ–CORDIC PE to ex-
plain our design concept for parallel iterative algorithms. The
experimental results showed that the presentedµ–CORDIC
method can reduce the size of the combinational logic, speed
up the overall computational timing and improve the energy
consumption due to the less inner iteration steps.

In future work, instead of performing only one iteration,
we will try to repeat it tok iterations per cycle and name
it as CORDIC-k (k = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,word-length), which may
offer a compromised solution between the number of sweeps
(iterations) and computational complexity. On the other hand,
we will extend the array from the size of 3×3 to larger arrays
by parameterizing the IP Core. Later, a detailed comparison
between area, timing delay, power and energy consumption for
an EVD application (e.g., subspace based frequency estimation
or DOA estimation) with different parallel multiprocessor
platforms should also be performed and further discussed. Fur-
thermore, the concept of exchanging inner and outer iterations
in parallel iterative algorithms should be investigated for other
iterative algorithms and their applications.
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